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Abstract

In material characterization, identifying defective areas on a material surface is

fundamental. The conventional approach involves measuring the relevant physical

properties point-by-point at the predetermined mesh grid points on the surface and

determining the area at which the property does not reach the desired level. To

identify defective areas more efficiently, we propose adaptive mapping methods in

which measurement resources are used preferentially to detect the boundaries of

defective areas. We interpret this problem as an active-learning (AL) of the level

set estimation (LSE) problem. The goal of AL-based LSE is to determine the level

set of the physical property function defined on the surface with as small number of

measurements as possible. Furthermore, to handle the situations in which materials

with similar specifications are repeatedly produced, we introduce a transfer learning

approach so that the information of previously produced materials can be effectively

utilized. As a proof-of-concept, we applied the proposed methods to the red-zone

estimation problem of silicon wafers and demonstrated that we could identify the

defective areas with significantly lower measurement costs than those of conventional

methods. (179 words)
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Introduction

Evaluating the spatial distribution of the relevant physical properties of a material surface

is fundamental [1, 2, 3, 4]. In the manufacturing industry, identifying defective areas

on a material surface where the physical properties do not satisfy the desired level is

particularly important. For example, in the manufacturing of semiconductor materials,

the defective areas must be identified on a brick surface where the carrier lifetime is shorter

than the desired level [5, 6, 7]. In conventional defective area identification problems, it

is common to measure the physical properties point-by-point at predetermined mesh

grid points evenly allocated to the material surface. Unfortunately, when the cost of

physical property measurements is expensive, this conventional approach is inefficient.

To improve the efficiency, It is reasonable to place fewer measurement points in areas

that can be identified as clearly normal or defective, while placing more measurement

points near the boundary between the normal and defective areas. However, such an

adaptive approach is impossible before the physical property distribution of the material

surface is determined. Thus, it is desirable to develop a method that enables the adaptive

selection of measurement points while estimating the physical property distribution.

In this study, we interpret the defective area identification problem as a Level Set

Estimation (LSE) problem [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13], in which we regard the physical property

distribution on a material surface as a real-valued function defined on a two-dimensional

input space and estimate the level set — the set of input spaces where the function takes

on a given constant value. When defective areas are defined as points on the material

surface at which the physical property is smaller than a certain threshold θ, the level set

at θ can be interpreted as the boundary between the normal and defective areas. Here,

we introduce active learning (AL)-based LSE methods that are designed to estimate

the level set of a function with as small number of function evaluations as possible by

adaptively selecting the points to be evaluated. AL is a special case of supervised machine

learning (ML) in which a learning algorithm can adaptively select the input points of the

training set [14, 15, 16, 17, 18], and it is also called the optimal experimental design in the

statistics literature [19, 20, 21, 22]. The AL-based LSE methods can adaptively select the

measurement points on the material surface while effectively searching for the boundaries

of the normal and defective areas.

When materials with the same specifications are repeatedly produced, the normal and

defective areas of a newly produced material can be estimated by referring to the spatial

distributions of the physical properties of the previously produced materials. In ML, an
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approach for efficiently solving new problems using solutions to past similar problems in

the past is called transfer learning (TL) [23]. In this study, we propose a TL approach for

the LSE problem called active transfer learning (ATL)-based LSE. By effectively transfer-

ring knowledge of previously produced materials, ATL-based LSE methods can identify

defective areas with fewer measurements than those without knowledge transfer. In man-

ufacturing, location and scale displacements can easily occur owing to environmental and

operational variabilities. In such cases, conventional TL methods are insufficient because

they simply assume that the two functions of the source (old) problem and the target

(new) problems are similar. To address this problem, we propose a variant of the ATL-

based LSE method that can be applied even with location and/or scale shifts. This

variant leverages the similarity between the source and target problems after changes in

the location and/or scale.

This study is motivated by the red-zone estimation problem in solar cell ingots [6, 7,

24, 25, 26, 27]. One measure of the quality of silicon ingots, which are the base material

for solar cells, is the value of the carrier lifetime. The carrier lifetime is the time required

for carriers stimulated by light to return to the ground state and is positively correlated

with the conversion efficiency of the solar cell. In actual ingot production, impurities enter

the outer part of the material that touches the crucible during production, resulting in a

low lifetime value. The area of low lifetime values within a material surface is referred to

as the red-zone. Thus, It is important to identify the red-zone (defective area) on a silicon

brick surface before sending the material to the next manufacturing stage. As a proof-of-

concept, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed AL-based and ATL-based LSE

methods by applying them to red-zone estimation problems for solar cell ingots.
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Results

Red-zone estimation in silicon ingots for solar cells This study is motivated by

the red-zone estimation problem in multicrystalline silicon ingots for solar cells, which

are commonly used material for solar cell substrates (Figure 1a). The periphery of the

ingots is contaminated by impurity diffusion from the crucible walls and cannot be used for

solar cells. Such unusable areas are called red-zone, and their distribution and volume are

important parameters of the material yield of the ingots [24, 25, 26, 27]. Conventionally,

the red-zone is defined as the area where the carrier lifetime is lower than a threshold

value and is identified by their spatial mapping measurements. The carrier lifetime is a

basic physical property of semiconductor materials and is positively correlated with solar

cell performance. In most cases, mapping measurements are performed point-by-point

along the mesh grid coordinates with equal spaces (Figure 1b). However, such mesh grid

mapping is time consuming, and the cost is a bottle neck in material development. In

this study, AL-based LSE methods are used to reduce the number of measurement points

in the carrier lifetime (Figure 1d). As with the cases of general industrial production, the

spatial distributions of the red-zone are similar among different silicon ingots; however,

the location and scale of the carrier lifetime values are often shifted in each product. To

treat these features, we apply ATL-based LSE methods to this problem (Figure 1e). We

consider the problem of estimating red-zone of a surface in a the brick of a silicon ingot

with 6,586 mesh grid points. As a proof-of-concept, the lifetime values at all grid points

are measured in advance, and the performances of the LSE methods are evaluated by

checking whether the methods can correctly identify the ground-truth red-zone only with

lifetime values measured at a small number of selected points.

Problem Setup: Level Set Estimation (LSE) We interpret the problem of identi-

fying defective area, such as red-zone in solar cell ingots, as an LSE problem. Let f(x)

represent the relevant physical property, such as the carrier lifetime, at position x in a

two-dimensional material surface. If the physical property is desired to be no smaller

than a certain threshold θ, the defective area identification problem is formulated as a

problem of identifying the super-level set Uθ = {x ∈ X | f(x) ≥ θ} and the sub-level set

Lθ = {x ∈ X | f(x) < θ}, where X is the entire input domain, i.e., the entire material

surface. Assuming that the physical property changes smoothly in the two-dimensional

material surface, the super- and sub-level sets at θ of the function f can be estimated

by measuring the physical property at sufficiently fine mesh grid points x1, . . . , xN ∈ X ,
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where N is the number of grid points. However, if the measurement cost is expensive,

the total cost to colect the observations at all N grid points can be unacceptably high.

Our basic idea involves reducing the total measurement cost by evaluating function f

only at a specific portion of the grid points at which the function evaluation is effective

for estimating the super- and sub-level sets at θ. That is, measuring the physical proper-

ties at which they are clearly higher or lower than the threshold θ is inefficient, whereas

effectively using measurement resources at which the physical properties are near θ is

reasonable. Based on this idea, we propose an active learning-based (AL-based) methods

for the defective area identification problem, which aims to estimate the level set at θ

with as few function evaluations as possible. In the following sections, we present AL-

based and active transfer learning-based (ATL-based) methods for effectively solving the

LSE problem by adaptively selecting measurement points. Figure 2 shows an illustratinve

example of an LSE problem.

Active learning (AL)-based LSE method AL is a type of supervised machine learn-

ing method in which the training input points can be selected so that the function can

be estimated with as few function evaluations as possible. There are several AL-based

methods for LSE problem [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. The basic idea behind AL-based LSE

methods is to employ a Bayesian regression model to approximate the physical property

function f . AL-based LSE methods iteratively update the Bayesian regression model by

adding the selected measurement data into the training set. In this study, we employed

the Gaussian Process (GP) model [28] as a Bayesian regression model. Suppose we are

now at step t at which a small subset of grid points xi, i ∈ St ⊂ {1, . . . , N} of the phys-

ical properties, have been measured, where St ⊂ {1, . . . , N} is a subset of grid point

indices. Then the Bayesian regression model is fitted using the set of labeled instances

{(xi, f(xi))}i∈St . The advantage of the Bayesian regression model is that it provides

not only the predictive mean but also the predictive variance at each grid point. The

predictive variance indicates the uncertainty of the physical property at each grid point.

Based on the mean and the variance of the function values at the grid points, a new

point xi(t), t /∈ St, which is likely to be effective in estimating the super- and sub-level

sets at θ, is selected, and the physical property f(xi(t)) at the selected position xi(t) is

measured. Then, in the next step, t+ 1, the subset is updated as St+1 ← St ∪{i(t)}, and

the same process is conducted. These steps are repeated until the super- and sub-level

sets at θ are estimated sufficiently well. Figure 3 illustrates the AL-based LSE method

for a one-dimensional function.
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Figure 4a is a snapshot of a certain step of the AL-based LSE method. The key

idea behind the AL-based LSE methods is to utilize the credible interval of the physical

property at each grid point; if the lower end of the credible interval is greater than the

threshold θ, the physical property is highly likely to be greater than θ, whereas if the

upper end of the credible interval is smaller than the threshold θ, the physical property

is highly likely to be smaller than θ. That is, we should effectively use our measurement

resources for the grid points at which the credible intervals contain the threshold θ because

this suggests that whether the physical property is greater or smaller than the threshold

remains unclear. Specifically, the next evaluation point is selected based on the violation

defined as α(x) = min{max{0, θ − `(x)},max{0, u(x) − θ}}. Figure 4b illustrates the

violations for several input candidates (see Methods and Supplementary Information 1-3s

for details).

Evaluation Criteria Based on the credible interval, each unmeasured point xi, i /∈ St
can be classified into the following three classes:

• f(xi) > θ (if the lower end is greater than θ);

• f(xi) < θ (if the upper end is smaller than θ);

• Undetermined (otherwise).

This means that the goodness of the AL-based LSE method at each step is evaluated

based on the counts of each cell in the following table :

Prediction by the AL-based LSE method

f̂(xi) > θ Undetermined f̂(xi) < θ

Ground-Truth
f(xi) > θ TP UP FN

f(xi) < θ FP UN TN

where TP, FN, FP, and TN respectively indicate true positive, false negative, false posi-

tive, and true negative, respectively, and f̂ denotes the predictions based on the Gaussian

process model. In addition, we call the cases in which the output of the AL-based LSE

method is “undetermined” as undetermined positive (UP) and undetermined negative

(UN), respectively. The treatment of these undetermined points depends on the prob-

lem setup. If removing the defective area is much more important than maintaining the

normal area, undetermined points should be treated as (possibly) defective areas. In this

case, all undetermined points are treated as elements of the sub-level set Lθ. In partic-

ular, if x is an UP instance, x should be treated as an FN, and we use UP + FN as a
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false negatives in the computation of sensitivity and specificity. Similarly, if x is an UN

instance, x should be treated as a TN, and we use UN + TN as the true negatives in

the computation of sensitivity and specificity. This leads to the following “risk-sensitive”

sensitivity and specificity:

sensitivityrisk-sensitive =
TP

TP + UP + FN
,

specificityrisk-sensitive =
TN + UN

TN + FP + UN
.

On the other hand, if maintaining the normal area is much more important than removing

defective areas, undetermined points should be treated as (possibly) normal areas. In

this case, all undetermined points are treated as elements of the super-level set Uθ. In

particular, if x is an UP instance, x should be treated as a TP, and we use UP + TP

as the true positives in the computation of sensitivity and specificity. If x is an UN

instance, x should be treated as an FP, and we use UN + FP as the false positives in the

computation of sensitivity and specificity. This leads to “cost-sensitive” sensitivity and

specificity measures as follows:

sensitivitycost-sensitive =
TP + UP

TP + UP + FN
,

specificitycost-sensitive =
TN

TN + FP + UN
.

Using these two types of metrics, we similarly define two types of area under the curves

(AUCs) and F1 scores, which are standard indices to evaluate the model performance [29].

Results of AL-based LSE method We applied the AL-LSE method to red-zone esti-

mation problems in solar cell ingots. Here, 74 × 89 grid points that were evenly allocated

to an ingot surface of size 186 mm × 156 mm were considered. We compared the pro-

posed methods with two baseline methods. The first baseline method is RANDOM, in

which the next measurement point is selected uniformly at random. The second baseline

method is NON-ADAPTIVE, which is a non-adaptive method and is illustrated in Sup-

plementary Figure 1 (see Methods for the details of the experiment setups). Figures 5a,

b, and c show the behaviors of the RANDOM, NON-ADAPTIVE, and AL-based LSE

methods, respectively (Supplementary Movies 1-3 show how each method selects mea-

surement points at each step). In these plots, the blue, red, and gray regions indicate the

estimated super-level set, sub-level set, and undetermined region, respectively. Figure 6

shows the risk-sensitive AUCs, risk-sensitive F1 scores, cost-sensitive AUCs, and cost-

sensitive F1 scores for the RANDOM (red), NON-ADAPTIVE (purple), and AL-based
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LSE (blue) methods for solar cell ingots data along with methods using transfer learning

(TL), which will is described below.

By comparing the plots in a, b, and c, in the early stages (see left column), no signif-

icant differences are evident between the three methods; however, as the steps progress

(see middle column), the AL-based LSE method has more measurement points at both

the left and right ends, which is the true defective area. Furthermore, in the final stage

(see right column), the AL-based LSE method places many measurement points near

the boundary between the normal (blue) and defective (red) areas. The AL-based LSE

method determines almost all areas to be normal (blue) or defective (red), whereas the

RANDOM and NON-ADAPTIVE still have some gray areas even in the final stage. Fig-

ure 6 shows the clear advantages of the AL approach over the two baselines. Note that

the performance measures in the risk-and the cost-sensitive scenarios significantly vary

in the two baseline methods because undetermined areas remain; areas that cannot be

determined as either normal or defective.

Active Transfer Learning (ATL) To identify the red-zone of a newly produced mate-

rial more efficiently, it is beneficial to utilize the measurement data of previously produced

materials. We implemented this idea using a transfer learning (TL) framework, where

the old and new problems are referred to as source and target domains, respectively. TL

covers a wide class of methods that utilize additional information in various ML tasks, in-

cluding feature transfer and model transfer approaches. In this study, we employ the idea

of instance transfer [23] approach, in which data from the previously conducted experi-

ments (source domain) are effectively utilized in the current experiment (target domain).

Various methods, such as importance weighting [30] and optimal transport [31], have

been proposed for instance transfer, and we employed the Diff-GP approach [32] because

it allows the direct use of the GP models we discussed above. In Diff-GP, the difference

between the target and source functions is modeled using a GP regression model. Since

the source and the target problems are assumed to be similar, the difference function can

be estimated with high accuracy using few training instances. Let {(x′j , y′j)}mj=1 be the

training instances for the source problem. Then, {(x′j , y′j + f̂diff(x′j))}mj=1 can be used as

an additional training instances for the target problem, where f̂diff is the estimated mean

difference function. In the proposed ATL-based LSE method, measurement points are se-

lected by incorporating the uncertainty of the difference function. Figure 7a-c illustrates

the basic concept of Diff-GP.

Although the spatial distributions of physical properties are typically similar among
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different products, their location and scale are often shifted in each product owing to the

fluctuations in the measurement conditions and material qualities. To address this prob-

lem, we also developed a variant of the ATL-based LSE method that can be applied even

with shifted locations and/or scales. This variant leverages the similarity between the

source and target domains after the location and/or scale changes. When the source do-

main is similar to the target domain after a location-scale shift, {(x′j , γ(y′j+f
′(xj))+η)}mj=1

can be used as additional training instances for the target domain, where η and γ are the

location and scale shift parameters, respectively. In this variant of the ATL-based LSE

method, the measurement points (for the target domain) are selected so that the differ-

ence function and the location-scale shift parameters can be estimated simultaneously.

Figures 7d-f illustrates the basic concept of location-scale shifts.

Figures 5 and 6 show the results of the ATL-based LSE, and location-scale shift (LSS)-

ATL-based LSE methods. In Figure 5, compared with the AL-based LSE method, the

ATL-based and LSS-ATL-based LSE methods can identify many areas as normal (blue)

or defective (red) at the early stage (see the left column). This is because of the effective

use of previously produced material information through TL. On the other hand, the

performances of the ATL-based and LSS-ATL-based LSE methods were insignificantly

different in the present experiment. This is because the present data are obtained from

a well-controlled experiment without significant environmental or operational variants

between the source and the target silicon ingots. In addition, Figure 6 suggests a clear

advantage of using the transferred knowledge in all four performance measures. These

results suggest that it is effective to incorporate the knowledge of previously produced

materials into the framework of transfer learning.
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Discussions

In this study, we show that adaptively selecting measurement points is effective for identi-

fying defective areas on material surfaces with a much lower measurement cost compared

with the conventional approaches with predetermined measurement points. As illustrated

in Figure 5, this problem can be interpreted as a problem of dividing the material sur-

face into normal and defective areas. This means that the measurement points should

be selected such that an undetermined region (the gray area in Figure 5), which cannot

yet be determined as normal or defective, can be reduced. The main contribution of this

paper is to show that this problem can be formulated as an LSE problem and that the

AL approach allows for an adaptive selection of effective measurement points for the LSE

problem. Indeed, in the red-zone identification problem in silicon ingots, we could iden-

tify the defective area at a significantly lower cost compared with conventional methods.

Furthermore, we demonstrate that a framework that utilizes information from previously

produced materials with similar specifications can be viewed as a TL problem and intro-

duce the ATL- and the LSS-ATL-based LSE methods. In the manufacturing industry,

using sampling inspection is common when the measurement cost for material charac-

terization is high. Using the proposed active transfer learning approaches, performing a

complete inspection may be possible by reducing the examination cost of each material.

Here, as a proof-of-concept study on silicon ingots, AL- and ATL-based LSE methods

significantly reduced the number of measurement points of the carrier lifetime mapping on

the sample surface. This reduction is because of the features of the carrier lifetime of the

silicon bricks, which are continuously distributed and similar among products. These are

the common features of the physical properties of industrially produced materials. Thus,

AL- and ATL-based LSE methods will be useful for evaluating the spatial distribution

of various physical properties of various materials. In contrast, this advantage suggests

that these methods are difficult to apply to materials with discontinuous and specific

distribution of physical properties. For multicrystalline silicon ingots, the identification

of dislocation clusters is such an issue. In addition to the red-zone, low-lifetime regions

caused by dislocation clusters are defective areas in multicrystalline silicon ingots, as

shown in Figure 1c. Dislocation clusters are generated by the stress inside the ingots

during the solidification process, and their locations vary for each ingot. Therefore, if

the information on the dislocation cluster positions of the previously produced ingots is

transferred to the measurement of newly produced ingots, the performance of the ATL-

based LSE might may decrease.
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To cope with the physical properties that discontinuously change in material surfaces,

it is effective to employ appropriate kernel functions such as Matern’s kernel in the GP

model. Matern’s kernel has been used in the context of spatial statistics, geostatistics,

and image analysis since it can capture discontinuous changes [33, 28]. Generally, it is

important to choose an appropriate kernel and hyperparameters based on he nature of

the physical properties. Although we selected hyperparameters by cross-validation when

information on previously produced materials is available, it is also effective to transfer

information on hyperparameters [34]. In TL, a case in which transferring the source

domain information may become an inappropriate bias to the target domain, which is

referred to as negative transfer [23]. When using information from previously produced

materials, we need to carefully determine whether the negative transfer can occur. To the

best of our knowledge, no method has been established for predicting negative transfers

in AL settings. However, in practice, we can introduce a heuristic mechanism to make

adaptive decisions, such as not using TL when the function values in the target domain

significantly differ from those predicted by the transferred information. Nevertheless,

many engineering problems involve materials with similar specifications being repeatedly

produced. In such cases, ATL-based approaches are effective, as demonstrated in this

study.

Another issue in the physical property mapping of the material surface is moving the

distance of the measurement probe. As illustrated in Figure 1b, in the conventional map-

ping on the mesh grid, physical property measurements are conducted with the minimum

moving distance between the points. In contrast, in the proposed AL- and ATL-based

methods, the next measurement point is selected from the entire surface area. Conse-

quently, the total moving distance of the probe becomes longer than that of conventional

methods. In some cases, the total measurement time increases because of the probe

movement time, although the number of measurement points decreases. This is a serious

problem in the mapping equipment, which requires a certain amount of time for the probe

movement. To incorporate the cost of the probe movement into the adaptive selection

of measurement locations, we need to introduce a new AL mechanism. Many AL meth-

ods, including those we discussed in this paper, are called myopic approach in the sense

that the choice of the next training instances in each step does not incorporate the effect

on subsequent steps. To overcome this challenge, we will need to introduce the idea of

non-myopic AL [35] or reinforcement learning [36, 37], which has been actively studied

for optimal control under uncertain environments.
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Methods

Carrier lifetime data The carrier lifetime data used in this study were obtained from

a size G2 semi-industrial multicrystalline silicon ingot (400 × 400 × 200 mm3 and 70

kg). The side surface area of each brick was 156 × 186 mm2, and the mesh grid points

arranged at intervals of 2 mm were considered, resulting in 6,586 grid points. The grid

points with lifetime values smaller than the threshold θ = 2.0 were defined as red-zone.

In order to check whether the LSE methods can correctly identify red-zones, the lifetime

values of all grid points were measured in advance. The microwave photoconductivity

decay measurements were performed on the as-sliced surfaces of silicon bricks without

passivation. The location-scale shift of the carrier lifetime between ingots originates from

the condition of the surface and material quality. In the experiments of the LSE methods,

the inspection points were selected from these grid points by hypothetically assuming that

their lifetime values were unknown, and the performances were measured by how many

of these grid points were correctly classified by the LSE methods as red-zone or normal.

Problem Formulation Suppose a black-box function f : X → R and candidate points

x1, ..., xN ∈ X are given. Here, X denotes a set of input positions on the material surface,

and the output of the function f is a real-valued relevant physical property. Furthermore,

observation y of the function value f(x) for input x is expressed as y = f(x) + s with

a Gaussian error of mean 0 and variance σ2, s ∼ N (0, σ2). The LSE [9] problem is

formulated as a problem of classifying each input point xi into the following two areas

Uθ = {x ∈ X | f(x) ≥ θ} or Lθ = {x ∈ X | f(x) < θ} (1)

for a certain threshold θ. Then the defective area identification problem can be considered

an LSE problem with a real-valued black-box function f with two-dimensional inputs. In

ordinary regression analysis, executing (1) is possible for a new input by estimating f

using multiple pairs of input and output DN = {(xi, yi)}Ni=1 we have already obtained

as training data . However, in many scientific fields, such as material science, observing

the output y for input x can be quite expensive. Hence, it is often required to execute

(1) with few observations of y. To this end, we employed the AL approach with the GP

modeling [28] for f .

Modeling and Algorithm The zero-mean GP model GP(0, k(x, x′)) of f is charac-

terized by a kernel function k(x, x′). The kernel function incorporates prior knowledge of

the smoothness of f into the model and evaluates the similarity between inputs. In this
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study, we used the radial basis function (RBF) kernel, defined as follows:

k(x, x′) = v exp

(
−‖x− x

′‖2
2`2

)
, (2)

where v and ` are hyperparameters that we have to appropriately tune. Suppose we are at

step t and the data Dt = {(xi, yi)}Nt
i=1 of the input and output pairs have been observed.

Then the predictive distribution of the objective value f(x) at the new input x under the

observation of data DN is a normal distribution N (µt(x), σ2
t (x)) with predictive mean

µt(x) and predictive variance σ2
t (x), defined as follows:

µt(x) = k(x)>(K + σ2I)−1y, (3)

σ2
t (x) = k(x, x) + k(x)>(K + σ2I)−1k(x), (4)

where k(x) = (k(x, x1), ..., k(x, xNt
)), K is a matrix of size Nt × Nt whose (i, j)-th

element is defined by k(xi, xj), i, j = 1, ..., Nt, and I is the identity matrix. Based on

this modeling, our AL algorithm for LSE is performed using the following procedure:

(i) Define the confidence region Qt(x) = [µt(x) ± 1.96σt(x)]. (ii) Classify candidate

point x ∈ X as x ∈ Uθ if minQt(x) + ε = µt(x) − 1.96σt(x) + ε ≥ θ and x ∈ Lθ if

maxQt(x)− ε = µt(x) + 1.96σt(x)− ε < θ. (iii) Select the next point to be evaluated by

maximizing the acquisition function (called the straddle) [8] defined as follows:

xNt+1 = arg max
x∈X

[min{maxQt(x)− θ, θ −minQt(x))}] = arg max
x∈X

1.96σt(x)− |µt(x)− θ|︸ ︷︷ ︸
straddle

.

(5)

(iv) Update the GP model using the data Dt+1 = Dt ∪ {(xNt+1, yNt+1)}. The details of

the algorithm is shown in Supplementary Information 1. Figure 3 shows a demonstration

of the AL for LSE with synthetic data.

Active Learning-based LSE with Diff-GP Model Let us consider a situation in

which, in addition to the data from the current experiment, the dataset D′ = {(x′j , y′j)}Mj=1

is obtained from a similar experiment f ′. The Diff-GP model [32] is a method that

transforms D′ so that it can be regarded as the data from the current experiment. The

transformed D′ is aggregated with the data from the current experiment and used for

modeling. Briefly, in the Diff-GP model, the difference ∆f = f − f ′ between the current

experiment f and the similar experiment f ′ is modeled by the GP with mean function

µt(x); then, the transformed dataset D̂ = {x′j , ŷj = y′j + µt(x
′
j)}Mj=1 is regarded as the

data from the current experiment. Then, the GP model is constructed using Dt ∪ D̂ as

14



a dataset, and the LSE is adaptively executed using AL, as described in the previous

section. The details of the algorithm is shown in Supplementary Information 2.

Active Learning-based LSE with Diff-GP Model under the Location-Scale

Shifts The Diff-GP model is a method that implicitly assumes that Dt and D′ are simi-

lar and models the the difference between f and f ′ using the GP. Here, if the experimental

environment is improperly controlled, the output location and scale can fluctuate signifi-

cantly (i.e., the above assumption is violated), and the Diff-GP model is not be directly

applicable. However, even if this assumption does not hold, cases remain in which D′

can be transformed to be similar to Dt so that the Diff-GP model can be applied. In

this study, we consider a situation in which a location-scale shift [38] version of f ′ can be

represented as

f ′′(x) = γf ′(x) + η, (6)

and we can apply the Diff-GP model to f and f ′′. Here, γ and η are scale and location

shift parameters respectively which are estimated from the observed data. If γ and η are

estimated, the dataset D̃ obtained by transforming D′ according to (6) is integrated with

Dt, and the Diff-GP model described in the previous section is applied. The details of

the algorithm is shown in Supplementary Information 3.

Non-adaptive baseline method When a set of predetermined measurement points

is provided, it is common to perform the measurement sequentially from the edge of the

material surface as illustrated in Figure 1b. However, with this approach, some of the

regions remain unexamined until all measurements are completed, and the performance is

poor fot a baseline method. Thus, we considered a baseline method based on the recursive

partitioning of two-dimensional material surfaces. For the baseline method, as shown in

Supplementary Figure 1, the centers of the recursively generated rectangles, which are

defined by the already measured points, are selected as new measurement points.

Reporting Summary Further information on the experimental design is available in

the Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data Availability Data supporting the findings of this study are available from the

corresponding author upon reasonable request.
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Figure 1: An illustration of the red-zone identification problem for silicon ingots for solar

cells. a Fabrication process of multicrystalline silicon wafers from an ingot. Red-zones are

removed from the bricks before the wafering process. b Conventional spatial mapping of

the carrier lifetime on the mesh grid points of the y-z brick side surface, i.e., ingot cross-

section point-by-point. c Typical spatial distribution of carrier lifetime. d Reduction

of the measurement points by active learning (AL)-based adaptive spatial mapping. e

Further reduction of the measurement points by transfer learning (TL) using information

from previously produced similar bricks.
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a b

c d

Figure 2: An illustration of level set estimation (LSE) problems for a two-dimensional

function f ; the colors indicate the values of the function defined over a two-dimensional

input space X . a Example of true spatial distribution of physical properties of a material

surface. b The super- and sub-level sets for a threshold θ are defined as Uθ = {x ∈ X |
f(x) > θ} and Lθ = {x ∈ X | f(x) ≤ θ}, respectively. For the problem in Figure 1, the

red-zone is interpreted as the sub-level set for a given threshold of the career lifetime. c

Conventional LSE using exhaustive measurements at all predetermined mesh grid points.

The super- and sub-level sets are accurately estimated once the function values at all

predetermined mesh grid points are evaluated; however, this approach is often inefficient.

d Active learning (AL)-based LSE using adaptive measurements at selected grid points.

The super- and sub-level sets, Uθ and Lθ, are accurately estimated, even if the functions

are evaluated only at selected grid points near the boundary of the defective area.
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Figure 3: An illustration of defective area identifications using the AL-based LSE method

for an illustrative one-dimensional function f . Each plot from top left to bottom right

shows the training data points (squares) obtained so far and the Bayesian regression model

at each iteration. Fitting a Bayesian regression (Gaussian process) model yields the mean

µ(x) (dark blue curve) and confidence interval µ(x)± 1.96σ(x) (light blue region) at each

input x ∈ X . The goal of this LSE problem is to identify the subset of input positions at

which the function value is greater than θ (red dashed line); the red shaded region in each

plot indicates the estimated defective areas. This example demonstrates that the input

points are more likely to be selected at positions where the function values are close to

the threshold.
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Figure 4: An illustration of adaptive selection criteria for the AL-based LSE method for

illustrative one-dimensional function f . a Bayesian regression model at a certain iteration.

b With four input candidates x1, x2, x3, x4, the method selects x3 because the violation

α(x3) (light-red region) is the largest among the four candidates. The violation at each

input candidate is defined as α(x) = min{max{0, θ− `(x)},max{0, u(x)− θ}} where `(x)

and u(x) are the lower and upper ends of the credible interval QN (x).
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LSS-ATL-based LSE method

Figure 5: Comparison of two baseline methods (random and non-adaptive) and three

proposed methods (AL-, ATL-, and LSS-ATL-based LSE) on the red-zone identification

problem in a solar cell ingot. The three plots in each method indicate the measurement

points and estimated super-level set (blue), sub-level set (red), and uncertain region (gray)

after 10, 25, and 75 measurements were conducted.
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Figure 6: Comparisons of area under the curve (AUCs) and F1-scores of two baseline

methods (random and non-adaptive binary segmentation) and three proposed methods

(AL-, ATL-, and LSS-ATL-based LSE) for risk- and cost-sensitive scenarios.
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Figure 7: Basic notions of ATL-based LSE methods (a–c) and examples of location-scale

shifts (d–f). a Observations and individual GP model for the source domain (green). b

GP model for the difference between target and source functions. c GP model for the

target domain and knowledge transferred from the source domain. d Observations and

individual GP model for the source domain (green), and function after location scale shift

transformation (purple). e GP model for the difference between location-scale-shift target

and source functions. f GP model for the target domain under the location-scale-shift,

and knowledge transferred from the source domain.
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Supplementary Figure 1 Illustration of NON-ADAPTIVE method.
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Algorithm 1 Active Learning-based Level Set Estimation (AL-based LSE)

Input: observed data Dt, GP prior, a set of candidate points X , max iteration T

Output: Uθ,Lθ, Cθ
Initialize: Uθ,Lθ ← ∅, Cθ ← X , t← 0

for t = 1, 2, ..., T do

Step 1 Run the Gaussian process regression to obtain the predictive mean µt(x)

and predictive variance σt(x) defined in (3).

Step 2 Define the confidence region as Qt(x) = [µt(x)−1.96σt(x), µt(x)+1.96σt(x)]

Step 3 Classify all candidate points x ∈ X as follows:Uθ ← Uθ ∪ {x} if µt(x)− 1.96σt(x) + ε ≥ θ,

Lθ ← Lθ ∪ {x} if µt(x) + 1.96σt(x)− ε < θ,

and update the uncertainty set as Cθ ← X\Uθ ∪ Lθ.
Step 4 Select the next evaluation point by maximizing the straddle acquisition

function as follows:

xi(t) = arg max
x∈X

1.96σt(x)− |µt(x)− θ|

Step 5 Update the dataset as Dt ← Dt ∪ {(xi(t), yi(t))}
end for

Supplementary Information 1: Details of the Active

Learning (AL) Algorithms for LSE

In this section, we summarize the three proposed algorithms: AL-, ATL-, and LSS-

ATL-based LSE. Let Dt = {(xi, yi)}i∈St be the observed dataset at step t, where St ⊂
{1, ..., N}. Our goal is to classify all candidate points x ∈ X into the super-level set Uθ,
sub-level set Lθ, or undetermined set Cθ. Note that Cθ is necessary to properly consider

the uncertainty of the problem. Algorithm 1 provides the pseudocode for the AL-based

LSE algorithm. First, we perform a GP regression on the data already observed in Step 1

to obtain the predictive mean and variance functions. In Steps 2 and 3, we classify the

candidate points using credible intervals consisting of the predictive mean and variance

functions obtained in Step 1. Then, we maximize the straddle acquisition function in

Step 4 and determine the next observation point. Finally, the observed data are added

to the dataset, and we return to Step 1. This process loops until all candidate points are

classified into Uθ or Lθ or until the maximum number of iterations is reached.
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Algorithm 2 Data Transformation via Diff-GP Model

Input: observed source data D′, GP prior, a set of candidate points X , max iteration T

Output: transformed source data D̂ = {(x′j , ŷj)}Mj=1

Step 1 Run the GP regression with D′ to obtain the predictive mean function µ′(x)

and predictive variance function σ′2(x).

Step 2 Compute the predictive mean and variance of the Diff-GP model as follows:

µ̂(x) = k(x)>
(
K + (σ2 + σ′2(x))I

)−1
(y − µ′),

σ̂2(x) = k(x,x) + k(x)>
(
K + (σ2 + σ′2(x))I

)−1
k(x),

where k(x) andK are the kernel vector and kernel matrix defined from the target data,

respectively, σ2 is the observation error of the target data, and µ′ = (µ′(x1), ..., µ′(xn)).

Step 3 Compute the transformed output as ŷj = y′j + µ̂(x′j), j = 1, ...,M .

Supplementary Information 2: : Details of the Active

Transfer Learning (ATL) Algorithms for LSE

For the ATL-based LSE method, the data transformation step shown in Algorithm 2 is

inserted before Step 1 of Algorithm 1. Let D′ = {(x′j , y′j)}Mj=1 be the observed dataset of

the source domain. Diff-GP model is an algorithm that transforms the data of the source

domain into the data so that it can be regarded as of the target domain. The output of

Algorithm 2 (i.e., the transformed dataset D̂) is aggregated with the target dataset Dt
and used as the dataset for Algorithm 1.

Supplementary Information 3: Details of the Location-

Scale Shift Active Transfer Learning (LSS-ATL) Algo-

rithms for LSE

For the LSS-ATL-based LSE method, the data transformation step shown in Algorithm 3

is inserted before Step 1 of Algorithm 1. Algorithm 3 is a combination of the Diff-

GP model and the location-scale-shift transformation. In this study, we assume that

the location-scale shift is an affine transformation with two parameters: γ and η. We

transform the source data by estimating γ and η from the observed data.
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Algorithm 3 Data Transformation via LSS-Diff-GP Model

Input: observed source data D′, GP prior, a set of candidate points X , max iteration T

Output: transformed source data D̂ = {(x′j , ŷj)}Mj=1

Step 1 Run the GP regression with D′ to obtain the predictive mean function µ′(x)

and the predictive variance function σ′2(x).

Step 2 Solve the following least squares problem with respect to γ and η:

γ∗, η∗ = arg min
γ,η

n∑
i=1

(yi − (γµ′(xi) + η))
2
.

Step 3 Compute the predictive mean and variance of the Diff-GP model as follows:

µ̂(x) = k(x)>
(
K + (σ2 + σ′2(x))I

)−1
(y − (γ∗µ′ + η∗)),

σ̂2(x) = k(x,x) + k(x)>
(
K + (σ2 + σ′2(x))I

)−1
k(x),

where k(x) and K are the kernel vector and kernel matrix defined from the target

data, respectively, σ2 is the observation error of the target data, and γ∗µ′ + η∗ =

(γ∗µ′(x1) + η∗, ..., γ∗µ′(xn) + η∗).

Step 4 Compute the transformed output as ŷj = y′j + µ̂(x′j), j = 1, ...,M .
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